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Title:
Modify NHHDA Instruction Processing specification to include support
for ‘Special Case’ DAA termination.
Description of Change
The, ‘NHH Instruction Processing Specification’, which is an appendix to the SVA Data Catalogue, contains
the following statement in section 3.2.1 (d), referring to a ‘special case’ Data Aggregator Appointment
termination instruction:“In order to cater for SMRS developments which, because of timescale pressures, cannot support creation of
a Data Aggregator Appointment Details instruction as specified when a previously open ended Data
Aggregator Appointment has its Effective To Settlement Date set, the following dedicated processing is
included. It should be noted that this processing is not considered part of the instruction processing
specification and its longer term support will be an issue for the ensuing Design Authority.”
The use of this ‘special case’ instruction is now firmly established in practice, such that it could now be
considered part of this specification. This statement should be considered for removal and being replaced
with a short historical note.

Proposed Solution(s)
Remove the statement, detailed above, from the box in section 3.2.1.(d).
Add the following short historical note, to the bottom of the box in section 3.2.1 (d), for reference:
(Note2: This special case was originally only proposed as a "short term" measure whilst SMRS could not
support the creation of a Data Aggregator Appointment Details instruction as specified when a previously
open ended Data Aggregator Appointment has its Effective To Settlement date set. It was not, therefore,
formally part of the Instruction Processing specification. However, its use is now firmly established in
practice and it is therefore now part of this Instruction Processing specification.)

Justification for Change
When version 4.0 of NHH Instruction Processing specification was published it was unclear as to the longterm future of this ‘special case’ instruction. This was only included at that time to support an historic
requirement for an explicit ‘end of DA Appointment’ instruction from some of the SMRS implementers. The
same effect could also have been achieved by using existing NHH Instructions.
The use of this ‘special case’ is now fully established in practice and has been for a number of years now,
both by the sending PRS systems and also within the receiving NHHDA software. The NHHDA processing
rules are fully documented in NHH Instruction Processing specification. It is very unlikely that support for this
‘special case’ will ever be removed.

Other Configurable Items Potentially Affected by Proposed Solution(s)
None.
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Impact on Core Industry Documents
None.

Related Changes and/or Projects
None.
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